Echo State Networks With Orthogonal Pigeon-Inspired Optimization for Image Restoration.
In this paper, a neurodynamic approach for image restoration is proposed. Image restoration is a process of estimating original images from blurred and/or noisy images. It can be considered as a mapping problem that can be solved by neural networks. Echo state network (ESN) is a recurrent neural network with a simplified training process, which is adopted to estimate the original images in this paper. The parameter selection is important to the performance of the ESN. Thus, the pigeon-inspired optimization (PIO) approach is employed in the training process of the ESN to obtain desired parameters. Moreover, the orthogonal design strategy is utilized in the initialization of PIO to improve the diversity of individuals. The proposed method is tested on several deteriorated images with different sorts and levels of blur and/or noise. Results obtained by the improved ESN are compared with those obtained by several state-of-the-art methods. It is verified experimentally that better image restorations can be obtained for different blurred and/or noisy instances with the proposed neurodynamic method. In addition, the performance of the orthogonal PIO algorithm is compared with that of several existing bioinspired optimization algorithms to confirm its superiority.